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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Reviewers:

Thank you very much for your comments and suggestions for our manuscript, which are valuable and have helped us to improve our manuscript (CARU-D-19-00002). We appreciate all of your work on our manuscript.

We have revised our manuscript accordingly. We hope this version of the manuscript meets your approval. The main corrections in the paper and the response to the reviewers are as follows:

Response to Reviewers 1:

Thanks you very much for your comments.

Comment 1: In this de-novo version of the manuscript, the authors have improved the manuscript by answering most of the reviewer's comments. However, there are occasional typo and grammatical errors; it may be worthwhile to have the manuscript reviewed by a native English speaker.

Response: As the reviewer’s suggestion, we have revised our manuscript by a native English speaker and grammatical errors have been corrected. (Page 3 line 32; Page 3 line 42; Page 3 line 44; Page 5 line 63; Page 5 line 69; Page 7 line 119; Page 7 line 122; Page 9 line 165; Page 10...
Response to Reviewers 2:

Thanks you very much for your comments.

Comment 2: Did the 5 patients with trisomy 21 had AVC?
Response: AVC was not identified in the five fetuses with TOF and trisomy 21.

Comment 3: Please correct in the table legend: TOFTABLE2 line 395
Response: We are sorry for the mistake and have corrected the table legend. (Page 29 line 395)

Comment 4: Table 2 correct Major Aortpulmonary Col-lateral Artery in Major aortopulmonary collaterals
Response: We have changed “Major Aortpulmonary Col-lateral Artery” into “Major aortopulmonary collaterals” (Table 2)

Thank you for your kind consideration and your work for our manuscript.